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Abstract

The registration of LIGO’s GW170817 as a binary neutron star(BNS) merging event and the
successful follow-up on its electromagnetic counterpart revealed the power and potential of multi-
messenger astronomy. With the refining efficiency and sensitivity on detectors, it is believed that
next decade’s instruments are sufficient for the discovery of more BNS merge events and the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope(LSST) would be one of the candidate to follow up the optical transient.
In this report, a brief introduction on the theory of the optical counterpart will be given, followed
by a presentation on the work of evaluating how a LSST observation detects optical transients
from BNS merge.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Discovery of GW170817

On 17 August, 2017, the Fermi Gamma-
ray Burst Monitor reported a gamma ray
burst(GRB). 6 minutes later, a gravitational
wave signal was reported firstly by the
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Obser-
vatory(LIGO) after an analysis on Hanford’s
data(now called GW170817A)[1]. With the de-
tection on the same event from Virgo, various
parameters had been estimated, including a co-
alescence time 2 seconds before the GRB sig-
nal(now called GRB 170817A), a localization
area of 31 square degree which overlaps with the
GRB 170817A one(figure 1), a luminosity dis-
tance of 40 Mpc and binary masses of 1.36-2.66
and 0.86-1.36 solar mass.

Figure 1: The localization region of the GRB 170817A
detected by Fermi GRB monitor, LIGO’s detection and
LIGO/Virgo’s detection from [1]. As one can see from the
figure, LIGO/Virgo’s inferred localization(in deep green)
completely lies within the GRB localization region(blue).
The short time interval between two events provided hint
for scientist to search for the optical counterpart. On the
other hand, one might notice a three-point localization
using LIGO and Virgo produces a much smaller localiza-
tion area than LIGO’s detection itself.

These coincidences between two events sug-
gested a binary neutron star merge, in cou-
ple with a possibly-detected optical transients.
Therefore, swift follow-up on the search of elec-

tromagnetic counterpart(EM counterpart) had
been made, resulting a successful discovery of a
bright optical signal(AT 2017gfo) 11 hours later,
which resided in NGC4993, one of the galaxies
within the localization region.

1.2 Challenges in Optical Follow-
up on Gravitational Wave
Enevts

Although GW170817A symbolises a success in
multi-messenger astronomy, it is the only event
that can be detected in both gravitational wave
(GW) and EM wave until now. GW170817A is
regarded to be a fortunate case because of the ex-
ceptional high difficulty to search for the optical
part of a BNS merge, which could be concluded
into following reasons.

To begin with, the intrinsic nature of the sig-
nal determines the likelihood and number of de-
tectable candidates. For a gravitational signal
strong enough to be detected by LIGO/Virgo,
it has to originate from the merge of compact
objects, and the type of the merger can be de-
termined from the chirp mass. However, for an
optical signal with a certain brightness, there are
millions of candidates over a localization region
of few tenth square degree which carries similar
apparent magnitude, together with a classifica-
tion ranging from a few days to 2 weeks. Hence,
an optical follow-up on optical transient is not
as efficient as the gravitational wave one.

Next, the magnitude of optical counterpart
strongly depends the propagation environment
between the merger and Earth. For example,
absorption and scattering happen when EM sig-
nal passing through interstellar dusts. Hence,
apart from the luminosity distance, the bright-
ness of the signal would also drop with the ex-
tent on interstellar and host galaxy extinction.
Moreover, if the merger lies on milky way’s galac-
tic plane, there is impossible to differentiate the
optical counterpart from the bright milky way
background. As a result, true optical signals are
usually veiled by high signal-to-noise ratio(SNR)
and uable to trigger any detection system. Anal-
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ogous arguments has been made in [2].

Lastly, local conditions impose criteria for an
observation in optical band. If there is a poor
weather in the following week of a BNS merge
event, it would be impossible to do telescope ob-
servation and look for optical transients. Fur-
thermore, one has to avoid daytime to search for
an optical signal. Geographic restrictions includ-
ing a ground-based telescope located in southern
hemisphere unable to capture a northern local-
ization region.

1.3 The Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope

In regard to various obstacles that arise from
detecting the optical transient of a BNS merge.
There is a need for new telescope with unprece-
dented sensitivity, coverage over the sky and
amount of data transport. The Large Synop-
tic Survey Telescope(LSST) is considered to be
a potential candidate that is capable with the
job. The ground-based telescope is located in
Chile and expected to operate in 2022. It fea-
tures a 9.6 square degree field of view(FOV) and
a lens with 8.4 metre diameter. Images will be
captured with a 3.2 Gigapixel camera and sent
to the world in a real-time manner.

A combination of LSST specifications makes
the telescope able to pick up a large region over
the sky with a 5-sigma depth up to 24.3 ap-
parent magnitude in a single capture, while all
the detailed features including galaxies and any
optical transients can be clearly differentiate by
the high-resolution camera. The real time data
transport flavors one to put the transient data
into any analysing tools instantly. To sum up,
LSST provides the necessity for a search of opti-
cal signal from BNS merge.

LSST is equipped with differnt observa-
tion proposals[3], including a major Wide-Fast
Deep(WFD) one, a minor Deep-Drilling Field
proposal and other strategies. For a 10 year sur-
vey, WFD constitutes 85% of the total time, mon-
itoring one-fourth of the whole sky by repeating
visits over 10 years. For DDF, only several sites

were selected, but they are studied with longer
exposure time and contribute 10-25% of the to-
tal time. The rest of the time are composed by
other strategies that are made to study speci-
fied objects. Thus, by combining LSST with a
suitable proposal, it is believed that followup on
optical counterparts from LIGO-detected BNS
merge could be effectively executed.

2 Theory

2.1 Mechanisms for Ejecta Forma-
tion

For a BNS merge, there are no optical radia-
tions emitted from the merger itself. Therefore,
the optical counterpart is actually originated
from the ejecta of the merger. There are mainly
three kinds of ejecta proposes by literature, each
of them emerges in subsequent timescale. The
first one is the tidal ejecta, which is formed due
to the tidal force between the merging neutron
stars during the pre-merge sequence, due to their
high mass, the strong tidal force tears a small
fraction of mass from neutron stars. According
to Rosswrog and Hotokezaka, the tidal ejecta
consists of 10−2 to 10−4 solar mass which in-
creases with the mass ratio, or equivalently, the
eccentricity of the orbit[4, 5]. As it is likely to
retain the composition of a neutron star, it has a
small electron fraction(0.1-0.2) distributed along
the merge plane.

Next kind of ejecta emanates from the shock-
wave generated by the merge, when two neutron
stars merge together, another portion of neutron
star material is thrown out along the rotational
axis at pole and powered by a shockwave. As
mentioned in Wanajo[6], shock heating and weak
interaction effect in polar ejecta, which raise the
electron fraction up to 0.25 or beyond. theory
suggests a similar mass as the tidal ejecta but
varies with the remnant and the radius of the
posterior hyper-massive neutron star.

At the post-merging sequence, the circumstel-
lar remnant accretes into the hyper-massive neu-
tron star, the accretion disk is then heated and
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throwing away material in the form of isotropic
disk wind, which is the third kind of ejecta.
Apart from keeping the original composition in
neutron star, the accretion heating fosters a wide
spectrum of radioactive reaction which enriches
an electron fraction ranging from 0.1 to 0.4[7].
The outflow, although consists of a solar mass
up to 0.07, is relatively slow compare to other
two kinds of ejecta. Due to its isotropy, it is
considered to be a promising source of the opti-
cal transient in company with the BNS merge.

Note that above ejecta mechanisms have as-
sumed a BNS merge that the remaining compact
object is able to support itself to be a hyper-
massive neutron star for a certain period. A
summary on the ejecta mechanism is illustrated
in figure 2.

Figure 2: A figure from[7], it consists of the polar ejecta
and the disk wind, By the time two neutron stars merge,
materials are thrown away in polar direction and pow-
ered by the shockwave which makes their photon diffusion
SED peaks at bluer wavelength(section 2.2). Supposing a
posterior hyper-massive neutron star(HMNS) exists, disk
wind due to the accretion of ejecta will generate the sec-
ond optical transients with SED peaks at redder wave-
length. The θobs is the observation angle in AT2017gfo

2.2 Origin of photons and Ther-
malization of Ejectas

The high-neutron-density ejecta and massive
heating creates an environment which flavors

an unfamiliar rapid neutron capture process(r-
process)[8]. As described in equation 1, energetic
neutrons are fused into larger nucleus at excited
state, followed by a transition to ground state by
emitting photons.

1
0n+ a

bX →
a+1
b X∗ → a+1

b X + γ − (1)

This is the birthplace of the EM counterpart.
On the other hand, r-process is believed to be
able to bring the final mass of the nucleus up to
the range of lanthanides. These heavy nucleus
remains unstable due to the dominating neutron
ratio, leading subsequent beta decays(equation
2). Therefore, free electron density begins to rise
because of the synthesized product in beta decay.

a
bX → a

b+1X + e− + νe − (2)

Nevertheless, photons from r-process still pos-
sessing high energy and they are not going to
lie on the optical band. Therefore, thermaliza-
tion including absorption and electron scattering
takes place when photons diffuse to the outer-
most layer of the ejecta. As the thermal equilib-
rium reaches and the ejecta become ’transpar-
ent’, escaped photons compose a spectral energy
distribution(SED) which that peaks at optical
band. A rough estimation had been made by
Kasen in 2013 to show the thermalization would
be dominated by bound-bound absorption[8]. In
other words, the SED of the optical transient
closely relates to the chemical composition of the
ejecta.

Because of the varying physical properties of
three ejecta(velocity, electron fraction etc.), dif-
ferent SEDs are expected. The tidal ejecta’s
SED would peak at redder wavelength due to
its low electron fraction. In contrast, polar
ejecta gives a bluer SED regarding a higher elec-
tron fraction. While for disk wind, a super-
position of both blue and redder ejecta is ex-
pected. Assorted models had been suggested,
comprising single-component model with heavy
r-process nucleus only[9], two-component model
with light and heavy lanthanides[10] and mod-
els with parametrised opacities instead of detail
calculation on the atomic configurations[11, 12].
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2.3 Photon diffusion timescale and
peak magnitude

To develop an observation strategy with BNS
merge optical counterpart, there is necessity to
estimate the photon diffusion timescale and peak
luminosity. These two important parameters set
the limit on the epoch between observations and
the sensitivity of the telescope. According to Ar-
nett 1982’s derivation[13, 14], one can begin with
the first law of thermodynamics(equation 3):

Ė + PV̇ = − ∂L
∂m + ε− (3)

Where Ė is the rate of internal energy change
per unit mass, P is pressure, V̇ is rate of change
of volume, L is luminosity, m is the mass of the
ejecta and ε is the decay heating energy rate per
unit mass. To keep the simplicity, we assume the
ejecta as a spherical ejecta with isotropic expan-
sion(equation 4):

R(t) = R(0) + vsct− (4)

Where Rt is the outermost radius of the ejecta
at time t and vsc is the expansion velocity. For
an analytical solution, we parametrise the tem-
perature T and volume V of the ejecta:V(r,t) = V(0,0)

[
R(t)
R(0)

]3
− (5a)

T(r,t)4 = ψ(r)φ(t)T (0, 0)
4
(R(0)
R(t) )

4
− (5b)

Notice that Arnett’s derivation demands a sta-
tionary state on temperature by separating it
into radial part ψ(r) and time part φ(t).

After a long manipulation of above equations
and stellar structure equations, we arrive an ex-
pression on the typical photon diffusion timescale
τ0(equation 6):

τ0 = κM
R(0) − (6)

In this expression, κ is the mean opacity of the
ejecta which encodes the information of ejecta
composition. M is the total ejecta mass and
β is a constant. From here, we adopt the esti-
mation mentioned in Metzger 2010 by substitut-
ing tau0 with free expansion relation(equation

4) and input typical parameters including vsc =
0.1c, m = 0.01solarmass, κ = 0.1cm2g−1 and
β = 0.07, we can calculate the peak time scale
tp afterwards[15]:

tp = 0.5days

Proceeding the discussion in Metzger’s 2010
paper, the energy releases due to radioactive
heating Q is a tiny fraction of the rest mass en-
ergy of the ejecta:

Q ≈ fMc2, f = 10−6 − (6)

Eventually, the peak luminosity is estimated to
be:

Lp = Q
tp
≈ 5× 1041ergs−1

It is known that a typical nova has a luminosity
of the order of 1 × 1038ergs−1, while 10−2∼−3

to that of a typical supernova(SN). Therefore,
the optical transient powered by r-process in
the BNS merge ejecta is often called a ’Kilo-
nova’(KN)

2.4 Scientific Value of Studying
the Optical Transient

The properties of BNS merge ejecta and some
parameters of KN reveal the significance of un-
derstanding KN with practical detection. First
of all, the tidal ejecta is directly constituted by
neutron star material, while the disk wind is full
of r-process products. Their compositions are
reflected in the optical SED. Therefore, spec-
troscopy on the lightcurve of KN could enhance
our understand of the oblivious r-process and the
equation of state(EOS) of a neutron star. The
doubt on whether a KN is a potential source for
lanthanide formation could also be verified from
the spectral analysis.

To continue, the intrinsic luminosity variation
of KN behaves like SN explosions. With the
prevalence of BNS merge detection from next
generation LIGO/Virgo(6-120 per year)[16], it
could be extensively adopted as the standard
candle for scientist to infer the luminosity dis-
tance from Earth. More investigations could be
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accomplished including comparison between the
redshift of KN and their host galaxies and correc-
tions on cosmological constants like the Hubble
parameter at large distance scale[17].

Regardless of the scientific importance of
studying KN, its short emission timescale and
multiple ejecta component appeals for an evalu-
ation on LSST observation strategy. Hence, it is
well-founded to establish a followup on gravita-
tional wave induced by BNS merge.

3 Development on the Grav-
itational Wave Followup

3.1 LSST Targert-of-Opportunity
Strategy

In order to search for the KN afterglow from
LIGO’s GW signal, we require a strategy that
can orient the telescope to the localization re-
gion and filter out the possible host galaxies as
soon as possible, together with short but consec-
utive exposure epoch to catch the rise and the
peak of a KN, which has the greatest luminosity
change. Therefore, the existing WFD and DDF
strategy are poor candidates to complete the
task. Yet, in 2018, the Gravitation Wave sub-
group in the TVS Multiwavelength Characteri-
zation collaboration published a LSST Target-
of-Opportunity(ToO) proposal and a strategy to
search for GW optical transient was introduced
in the paper[18]. In a brief summary, the ToO
strategy suggested an utilization of the remain-
ing few percent survey time. After receiving a
trigger from LIGO/Virgo, if the sky condition
is plausible for observation, the telescope would
slew to the localization region and pile it up with
into separate sections. In each section, exposures
with different filters are made between a log-scale
epoch ranging from 30 minutes to 8 hours, the
larger the localization region, the fewer filters are
used. Eventually, the ToO observation results in
a repeating intra-night visits within the localiza-
tion region.

In our GW followup, we develop a method

which could evaluate the efficiency of ToO strat-
egy. Similar evaluation has been done by Cow-
perthwaite et al. on 2018, but only for the WFD
and DDF strategy and a prospect on ToO was
made in the paper[19]. In our case, we would
like to know how ToO actually differs from the
baseline WFD proposal. The way to achieve it is
to firstly inject a set of both ToO and WFD ob-
servation conditions into a software which could
simulate a mixture of different optical transients
including KN, and combine them with the two
set of conditions to generate lightcurves for these
transients. The reason of simulating a mixture
of transients is to depict the realistic situation
that there are millions of transients over the the
localization region and one has to filter out those
promising signals.

After that, lightcurves obtained by WFD and
ToO strategy are passed into a classification
program to receive filtered sets. They contain
lightcurves which are classified to be KN with a
certain percentage of confidence. Then the two
sets, one from WFD and the other from ToO are
ready to compare. By comparing the number of
detected lightcurves in the two sets, two things
could be understood. The first one, whether ToO
observations helped to trigger more KN detec-
tion than WFD before the classification and fil-
tering. And the second one, whether ToO ob-
servations helped to classify more true-positive
KN detection than WFD. Finally, we could con-
clude if ToO is a more efficient proposal for GW
followup or not.

3.2 Generate Simulation Library
with OpSim and OpSimSum-
mary

The Operation Simulator, OpSim, is a tool in
the LSST pipeline for users to carry out simu-
lation themselves. The simulator intake a set of
user-defined parameters like the duration of sur-
vey, the strategy being used, and the region ex-
cluded from the survey, and return a set of obser-
vation conditions in SQlite table format. The ob-
servation conditions encompass the right ascen-
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Figure 3: Reading a kraken 2026 database, one of the
lastest simulation done by LSST community with online
source available. The database consists of several tables
which comprises all the necessary observation conditions
in a 10-year survey, the command afterwards was used to
search for the sky position of each observation from the
’Field’ table, which is an extensive number.

sion(RA), declination(DEC), time of the obser-
vation begins and ends, sky brightness and other
parameters. Figure 3 shows those table names
which are available to be queried in one of the
latest simulation output, using python SQlite.

Although OpSim is a promising tool to gen-
erate observation pointings, a complete 10 year
simulation is a time-consuming process. There-
fore, we decided to apply latest WFD simulation
results accessible from online. Moreover, OpSim
has default setup for WFD and DDF but not for
ToO. Using OpSim to simulate ToO observation
conditions would require customization on the
simulator strategy. Instead, an approach of sub-
stituting WFD observation with ToO observa-
tions was employed and details will be discussed
in following sections.

A 10-year survey over the sky involves ex-
tensive pointings, injecting them directly into
a transient simulator without parallel execu-
tion support would be an exhaustive task.
Thus, we firstly map the observations points
and conditions into a single filed with shared
RA, DEC. An example of point mapping is

Figure 4: An brief picture on OpSimSummary mapping
from[20], the reduce the number of sky positions handled
by the transient simulator, observation pointing from Op-
Sim output are grouped by choosing equally spaced field
centres on sky, each blue line represents a mapping of Op-
Sim pointing into the field centre. In this example, each
field maps 64 observations into one. While for more real-
istic case which involves millions of observations, number
of fields has to chosen carefully

shown in figure 4.The process was carried out
in OpSimSummary, a software which takes Op-
Sim’s SQlite output with user-defined, a piling
strategy(Ditherfile) and a user-defined parame-
ters(number of mapped fields etc.) into simula-
tion library(simlib) format[20]. Figure 5 demon-
strates a pontus 2489 simlib derived from the
original OpSim database. One can see pointings
with different RA, DEC are mapped into 5000
LIBID, each of them has 1500 observations. Sky
conditions like sky signals and zero-point magni-
tudes are encoded into the simlib file as well.

It is worth notice that the number of piling
field has to be set carefully. If the number of
fields(LIBIDs) is too small, there are possibili-
ties of multiple simulated events happening at
the same field and at the same time, causing
overlapping in the observations. Moreover, the
RA, DEC for each field would be unrepresenta-
tive for the set of pointing as some of them could
actually be far from the mapped sky position.
Indeed, in reality, transients frequently happen
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Figure 5: Reading the generated simlib table to check if
any abnormal parameter exists. This is a WFD output
of the pontus 2489 database generated by Dr. Farrukh
Azfar. In the simlib file, NLIBID tells the number of
fields for point mapping, other mata parameters tells the
earlist and latest time of all observation and the area
covered by the survey. For WFD, it is 5.5 steradian. Each
field(LIBID) tells the sky position of the middle point and
number of observation being grouped into the field, which
is varying with the field position as they are not evenly
distributed. They are followed by detail conditions for
each observation, which is preserved from the original
OpSim output

at the same time interval. However, they are
at different sky position. Therefore, small num-
ber of LIBIDs could not mimic the real situation
on sky, while setting a too-large LIBID number
would be equivalent of direct injection.

Another reason of generating the simlib file is
to make the format be compatible with the soft-
ware being used for combining observation point-
ings with simulated optical transients, which is
discussed in next section.

3.3 SNANA and PLASTiCC sim-
ulation

The SuperNova ANAlysis(SNANA) software
is an optical transient simulator developed in
2009 in the purpose of generating observations
on different types of optical signal from su-
pernova explosion[21]. Despite the fact that
other more user-friendly simulators exist, like
SNcosmo, they impose strict conditions in model
creation. For example, SNcosmo only accepts
models written in time-series-SED format and
they has to be developed on top of existing source
class. In contrast, SNANA provides sufficient
freedom for model development such that we
can adopt various KN models. Furthermore,
SNANA supports simulations of a mixture of
transient classes as long as the user prepare suit-
able input file, which was the case to be simu-
lated.

In SNANA, user provides an observation sum-
mary in simlib format, a model and an input
file which defines the simulating time interval,
locations of models and simlib file, physical pa-
rameters for the transient models, interstellar
conditions like k-correction and host galaxy cor-
rection, telescope specifications including band-
passes and search efficiency, triggering criteria
and output parameters. Two models were cho-
sen for our work, one is a model induced from the
real photometric data of AT 2017gfo, the other
one is a parametrized model suggested by Daniel
Kasen in 2017[]. The following figure depicts a
successful simulation of single type KN transient
using the AT 2017gfo model.
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Figure 6: A successful simulation on lightcurves using
parametrized model derived from AT2017gfo and the
pontus 2489 WFD simlib. The first few lines tell whether
a file that provides telescope configuration exists or not.
One can see that in a complete WFD survey, there could
be 10,000 or above KN event. Nevertheless, only a
few of them would be detected. Still, all the simulated
lightcurves will be logged into the .DUMP file

In order to achieve multiclass simulation, in-
put templates were obtained from the PLAS-
TiCC campaign. The PLASTiCC was originally
raised in 2017 as an online challenge about a
quick classification of mixed-classes lightcurves.
We therefore implemented PLASTiCC simula-
tion files in our work, figure 7 gives a brief sum-
mary of a successful simulation on a mixture of
objects. After the PLASTiCC simulation, two
data tables would be generated for each tran-
sient class. The file that ends with .DUMP tells
information of all simulated afterglows, involv-
ing their object ids, positions, redshifts and the
expected largest signal to be detected in each
band. While the .FITS file contains the de-
tected lightcurves by LSST, which could be re-
solved into different sets of photometic measure-
ments for each lightcurves. By passing the sim-
ulated photometric data into the analysis code,
lightcurves were illustrated.

Figure 7: The summary of a mixed simulation compos-
ing optical transients from type Ia supernova using the
SALT2 model and Kilonova using Kasen’s parametrized
model. For technical convenience, they were put into the
Non-Ia class but that didn’t affect the simulation. Simu-
lations were based on minion 1016 WFD simlib, another
OpSim Output. From the summary, one can inspect that
KN are much harder to detect compare to SNIa tran-
sients, a possible reason could be its strict tirggering cri-
teria

Indeed, as one can see from figure 8 and 9,
a multiband observation using WFD strategy
could recover a KN-like lightcurve shape. How-
ever, if the observations are grouped accord-
ing to bandpasses, the number of observations
greatly reduces to 2 to 3 data points per band.
Some bands even have missing observations. The
consequence begins to emerge when the local-
ization area is too large that observations can
only be made with limiting bandpasses. It other
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words, WFD strategy generates scarce photo-
metric data to reproduce the lightcurve, espe-
cially when there are only 1 to 2 bands’ data
available for classification. Last but not least, an
attempt of applying Cowperthwaite 2018 paper’s
statistics was made for a newer version of OpSim
WFD run. Results were summarized in figure
10a, 10b, which are in good agreement with the
paper’s conclusion.

Figure 8: The multiband lightcurve of a detected KN
event, it describes the variation of photon flux as time
passes in modified julian day(MJD) scale. Each data
point corresponds to one observation, while the color tells
the bandpass used for that observation. The olive line
indicates the theoretical mjd time for the KN to reach
its peak magnitude, clear decaying shape is captured by
multiband observation. The three lightcurve represents
the same event, the right one is raw data, the middle one
averages the photon flux of the same mjd and bandpass.
The left one is binned photon flux of the same bandpass
with 0.1mjd interval

3.4 Classifying Lightcurves with
MOSFiT and RAPID

The goal of classification is to extract poten-
tial candidates which could be KN, two strate-
gies were applied in our work. A traditional one
is by fitting a model with varying parameters
into the lightcurve and MOSTFiT was the soft-
ware used for the fitting process[22]. It provides
a 3-component KN model that corresponds to
three types of r-process ejecta (red, blue and pur-
ple). Nonetheless, there are consequential draw-
backs of applying the traditional method. To
start with, there are not many KN lightcurve

fitters. Although MOSFiT is one of them, there
is only one model available for the fitting(the 3-
component model) and 12 free parameters are
involved for each band. Compare to the number
of data points in WFD survey(0-3 points, section
3.3), the information is highly insufficient for the
fitting. In this case, an overfit or an underfit of
lightcurves would be the result, which is obvi-
ously deviate from the original data. Figure 11

gives the best illustration of the situation.
The next drawback is the duration of

lightcurve fitting. A typical 12-parameter burn-
ing on SNANA’s WFD photometry data with
single core requires 30-40 minutes. Consider a
situation of a multi-core parallel execution re-
duces the fitting time to 3 seconds, and a circular
localization region of 20 - 30 square degrees that
produces 50,000 triggered transients in the first
sweep over the region is fitted by 10 different
models. An aspiration of classification finishes
at the beginning of second sweep is made, then
a rough estimation could be done. Assuming the
region is piled up into 4 sections, recall the FOV
of LSST is 9.6 square degree. We further assume
that transients are evenly distributed over the
four fields. From ToO proposal, the first epoch
would be 30 minutes. If exposure time for each
band is 120 seconds and a full-band observation
is considered. Then the time required for the
first field in the first sweep, t1, is:

t1 = 30 + 120
60 × 6 = 42minutes

while the time required for fitting all transients,
t
′

1, is:

t
′

1 = 3
60 ×

50000
4 × 10 = 6250minutes
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Figure 9: Another detected KN from simulation. How-
ever, observations are decomposed into different bands
this time and the problem emerges. within the 6 bands,
4 of them have only one data and the rest has none. Al-
though a multiband lightcurve reproduces the shape, the
observations obtained with WFD strategy are actually in-
sufficient for classification. Especially for some classifier
which only use 2-3 bands observations(section 3.4)

From above estimation, it is obvious that even
for an extremely efficient fitting process, a com-
pilation time much longer than expectation is
demanded. Thus, fitting photometric data with
various model was considered to be a poor and
time-inefficient option.

The alternative, which is considered to be a
better choice in a sense of quick classification,
relies on the software RAPID. RAPID is a pro-
gram developed recently as the ultimate product
of the aforementioned PLASTiCC campaign and
based on the deep learning algorithm. By pro-
viding a set of lightcurves tagged with different
classes of transients, a classifier is trained by the
optical spectral difference of different classes[23].

After that, an unknown lightcurve is injected
into the classifier and it returns a vector that
includes the probability in each class at different
time step. One of the injection result is presented
with analysis in figure 12.

As long as the classifier is trained, differen-
tiating unknown lightcurves would be a swift
task. For example, classification on a set of
30 lightcurves could be completed in a few sec-
onds. Regardless of the great advance in time
efficiency, there are subtle flaws in RAPID. First
of all, trained RAPID classifier’s accuracy com-
pletely depends on the size and variety of the
training set. The classifier being applied in LSST
has to be carefully monitored such that when a
promising new model arises, LSST has to gen-
erate sufficient samples and re-train the clas-
sifier with data set including those new sam-
ples. Moreover, RAPID makes use of the spec-
tral difference between two bands in lightcurves
as the key feature, a real photometric measure-
ment which is lack in observations on certain
band may induce substantial deviation on the
prediction.
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Bottom: The cumulative distribution of num-
ber of observations with SNR ¿ 5 after explo-
sion, a SNR ¿ 5 criteria garuntee the data point
is a promising one. Consider the black curve(all
events), one can see for 200 above observations,
only half of them has more than 4 promising ob-
servations over six band. It once again reveals
the lack of vaild data point using WFD. The
large deviation of red curve to black curve im-
plies a significant number of observations lies on
the rise rather than the post-peak-magnitude pe-
riod

Figure 10: Figure 10. Above: It shows the cumulative
distribution of the delayed time in mjd form. The delayed
time counts from the peak magnitude time. The quicker
the number reaches the total events number implies that
the feature around the peak can be caught by the observa-
tion. Nevertheless, less than half of detected events uable
to make the first observation within 0.5 days(typical time
scale) after the peak magnitude reached.
Bottom: The cumulative distribution of number of obser-
vations with SNR ¿ 5 after explosion, a SNR ¿ 5 criteria
garuntee the data point is a promising one. Consider
the black curve(all events), one can see for 200 above ob-
servations, only half of them has more than 4 promising
observations over six band. It once again reveals the lack
of vaild data point using WFD. The large deviation of
red curve to black curve implies a significant number of
observations lies on the rise rather than the post-peak-
magnitude period

3.5 OWSIM: Overwriting WFD
Observations

One shall aware most of analysis and software
run were implemented with WFD strategy. As
describe in section 3.1, generating ToO observa-
tions is an arduous job and an approach of sub-
stituting existing WFD observation points was
chosen. The Over-Write SIMulator(OWSIM) is
a tool made for the job, it intakes a KN .DUMP
file which tells the field and time interval where
every simulated KN belongs to, a WFD Op-
Sim output which was being used to generate
the simlib for the first simulation and return an
overwritten OpSim output with ToO observa-
tions substituted into it. Consequently, a new
simlib file and SNANA simulation is repeated
for the new output. By keeping the random

(a)

(b)

Bottom: The cumulative distribution of num-
ber of observations with SNR ¿ 5 after explo-
sion, a SNR ¿ 5 criteria garuntee the data point
is a promising one. Consider the black curve(all
events), one can see for 200 above observations,
only half of them has more than 4 promising ob-
servations over six band. It once again reveals
the lack of vaild data point using WFD. The
large deviation of red curve to black curve im-
plies a significant number of observations lies on
the rise rather than the post-peak-magnitude pe-
riod
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seed in SNANA, same KN can be simulated for
both WFD and ToO observations. Eventually,
lightcurves from the two strategies can be com-
pared.

However, OWSIM is under development and
require some debugging for use. Thus, ToO ob-
servations cannot be produced correctly by this
time. Still, it is believed that the software could
be put to use in near future.

Figure 11: One of the MOSFiT result on fitting a
lightcurve. Original data points can be seen clearly.
There are many predicted lightcurves as MOSFiT
presents all candidates which has the smallest optimiza-
tion parameter. From data points, time at peak magni-
tude can be easily inferred(around mjd = 60718). Yet
MOSFiT predicts a peak magnitude time much earlier
than 60718(60710). That reflects the poor performance
of traditional model fitting when fitting insufficient data
against many free parameters

4 Conclusions and Future
Works

To summarize, a workflow on evaluating a cer-
tain GW followup strategy was basically set.
Start with piling a WFD OpSim output into dif-
ferent fields and export to simlib format. Then,
models of different optical transients and KN
are blended with the simlib and telescope con-
figurations in SNANA to obtain a mixture of
lightcurves observed by WFD strategy. They are
passed into the RAPID classifier afterwards to
produce predictions on various transient classes.
With the information of simulated KN from sim-
ulation, OWSIM can overwrite the WFD OpSim

Figure 12: A demonstration of RAPID classification on
one of the WFD detected lightcurve using their default
pre-trained classifier. In RAPID, two bands of data were
used(g and r in this case) and one can see from the top
panel that the prediction varies with time as the magni-
tude of these bands changes in the bottom panel. Even-
tually, KNe comes out with the highest probability. Due
to it’s quick classification time, it is more likely to be the
tool adopted by LSST compare to fitting method

output and generate ToO observations. Above
processes are then repeated and able to extend
the analysis to ToO’s results. A figure which
summarizes the routine is delineate below.

Although intrinsic assumptions including each
of the GW trigger with available observation con-
ditions for companion KN must be searched by
LSST and the mapping achieved by OpSimSum-
mary is representative enough for those grouped
pointings. Simple conclusions could be drawn
from above process. For instance, whether a KN
observed with ToO strategy gives higher confi-
dence than WFD on predicting it into the cor-
rect class. The ultimate goal is to construct a
strategy optimized for GW followup/KN search
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Figure 13: Figure that illustrate the workflow that has
been walked through

by utilizing the feedback from this process.
Despite the future completion of OWSIM and

followup workflow. Current cuts applied to trig-
ger a LSST detection on optical transient is by
maximizing the 5-σ depth. However, due to the
short total exposure time on optical transients
that rapidly decays with time, the 5-σ depth ac-
tually imposes a strict criteria on trigger. There-
fore, in most cases, the sensitivity cannot reach
to the theoretical 1 Gpc luminosity distance. In
view of this, methods which could help to release
the 5-σ trigger by considering other non-optical
criteria might help to extend the searching range.
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